The bride in her Alex Perry
gown. Right, from top: the
train being attached; the Greek
Orthodox tradition of drinking
from the “common cup”.

Left: the bride.
Right: Georges with
groomsman Dennis Lee.

“I seriously felt
like a princess.”

SHOOTING 		
STARS

When one of Australia’s leading fashion
photographers married a top model, the
result was always going to be picture perfect.
Of course, the Tuscan location helped

Seats were set up for
an outdoor ceremony,
before rain drove the party
upstairs to the ballroom.

Photographed by JULIEN SCUSSEL

Georges Antoni
Ghorayeb and Phoebe
Ghorayeb at Borgo
Pignano in Tuscany.
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“S

he said yes!” Georges Antoni Ghorayeb yelled
at the top of his lungs as he and his new fiancée,
Phoebe Griffiths (now Ghorayeb), exited Studio 7
at Sydney’s Sun Studios, the place they had met
three years prior. Out of nowhere, an eruption
of cheering, screaming and clapping filled the
building as family and friends from all over the world ran up the
corridor to celebrate with the couple.
Just five minutes earlier, a little girl dressed as a fairy had escorted
the pair into the empty space. A four-metre-high floral-and-light
installation hung from the ceiling as Georges got down on one
knee. “The proposal was out of this world,” Phoebe recalls. “It was
the most overwhelming feeling I’ve ever experienced.” With all
the couple’s loved ones in on the surprise, Georges had also organised a four-course meal set on a long table under a canopy of fairy
lights — a proposal and engagement party in one.
Considering his long career as a fashion photographer —
including regular editorial shoots for Harper’s BAZAAR — it is
perhaps not surprising Georges devised such a secret and elaborate
proposal. He met his wife the way most photographers meet new
people: on a photoshoot. The two became close friends, bonding
over their love of ice cream, and the relationship transitioned
organically into something more.

Pageboys and flower
girls play peekaboo
under the train of
the Alex Perry gown
(also right).

Two Neapolitan
pizza chefs who
were flown in
especially. Right:
the groom is
mobbed by family.

Left: one of many al fresco
meals over the week.

Bride’s
B L AC K B O O K
DRESS & VEIL Custom
Alex Perry, alexperry.com.au
JEWELLERY Vintage earrings
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“I just wanted to marry
Georges, eat great food and
dance until my feet hurt.”

ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY:
GEORGES ANTONI; JOHN CALVERT;
DAVE McKELVEY; LIAM SMITH

When it came to the wedding, the dress was
WEDDING PLANNER;
always going to be Alex Perry. “Georges got a
FLOWERS Camilla Cazac,
phone call from Alex a few weeks after the
borgopignano.com
engagement to say ‘No one else is allowed to do
VENUE Borgo Pignano,
it,’” Phoebe says, laughing. “Of course, that was
Volterra, Tuscany, Italy,
absolutely fine by me.” With some input from
borgopignano.com
her partner (one of the many benefits of having
PHOTOGRAPHY Julien
a fashion photographer as a fiancé), Phoebe
Scussel, julienscussel.com
worked with the designer on a custom design.
CATERING Borgo Pignano’s
chef, Vincenzo Martella,
“I’m a sucker for lace,” she says. “I wanted someborgopignano.com
thing a bit unusual and with a wow factor.” The
CAKE The team at Borgo Pignano
result was a long-sleeved lace gown with a high
GROOM’S OUTFIT P. Johnson
neckline and a delicate trail of buttons climbing
Guests were served an Italian feast, starting
Tailors suit, pjt.com; R.M. Williams
from the tailbone all the way up to the base of
with gnocchi and wild boar ragù, and ravioli
boots, rmwilliams.com.au
the neck. As for the wow factor, Perry designed
stuffed with ricotta and spinach. Mains consisted
BRIDE’S TOP TIP
a removable cascading tulle train and, to complete
of roasted beef, piglet, chicken and sea bass
“There is no such thing as
the look, a cathedral-length veil. “I seriously felt
served over vegetables. There was also a dessert
starting to plan too early.”
like a princess,” the bride says.
buffet including a selection of mini tiramisu,
After such an extravagant proposal, it seemed
panna cotta, sorbet and cantucci (the collapsed
only natural the wedding would follow suit. The two married at profiterole tower also made a perfect addition to the table). And,
Borgo Pignano, a villa with abundant rustic charm tucked away in keeping with the Italian theme, the couple opted for an underthe hills of Volterra, Italy, where guests were treated to a “five-day stated traditional millefoglie wedding cake.
wedding extravaganza”. Family and friends arrived to a sevenThe pair shared their first dance to a parody of “Total Eclipse of
course welcome dinner on the first night and attended a “pizza the Heart” by The Dan Band. “Let’s just say it’s not suitable for
pool party” the day before the wedding. Two chefs were flown in small children,” Phoebe says of the track, which starts off like the
from Naples to serve unlimited wood-fired pizza from an outdoor original then shocks listeners with the insertion of multiple
oven, while an accordionist wandered from table to table. “We profanities beginning with the letter F. “We don’t take ourselves
also had a gelato cart permanently stationed on the main lawn, too seriously. Everyone found it hysterical.”
which got refilled every day with fresh gelato from the best
To say guests danced all evening would be an understatement.
gelataria in Tuscany,” Phoebe adds.
“There were about 20 of us still ripping up the dance floor at
The day of the wedding came around with an obligatory hiccup. 3:30am,” Phoebe recalls. Luckily, the couple had organised
“Of all the seven days we were at the venue with glorious sunshine, a recovery brunch for the morning after. Guests could also attend
the only day it rained was, of course, the day of the wedding,” private yoga and Pilates classes, go horseriding or take cookery
Phoebe says, laughing. But even a collapsed profiterole tower and lessons. The five-day wedding extravaganza finished with an intitantrum-throwing pageboy couldn’t wipe the smile off the bride’s mate goodbye barbecue dinner on the lower terrace of the villa. Says
face. “I just wanted to marry Georges, eat great food and dance the bride: “[The week] was not only a celebration of our marriage
until my feet hurt.” And that is exactly what happened.
but also a celebration of love and family.” – Samantha Ledlin

The happy couple.
Left: the groom’s
place setting.

